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Field Device Controller Generation 3 (FDC 3G) - 
DGTRACK Module for Analog AF Track Circuit (Step 
Speed) Applications 
 
The FDC 3G DGTRACK AF Track Circuit module 
provides powerful and flexible control of analog 
(i.e. cab step speed) track circuits, while also 
yielding a dramatic reduction in equipment room 
or house hardware.  The separate oscillator, 
transmitter and receiver boards of conventional 
AF track circuits are not required.  Track circuit 
adjustments such as frequency tuning, output 
current and output voltage are all performed in 
DGTRACK’ user-friendly software via standard PC 
interface.  Jumper, voltmeters, oscilloscopes, 
shunts, etc. are no longer needed.  Cab signal 
carrier frequencies and code rates are likewise 
defined in software. 

Part of the FDC 3G product family, DTRACK can 
perform multiple operations that required several 
special-purpose PCBs in previous wayside 
controllers, for example the six different types of 
boards in the AF-800 track circuit cardfile.  
Conventional hardware circuits in an AF-800 
system are replaced with firmware that requires 
much less physical equipment.  As a result, a 
smaller number of equipment racks are required, 
thus reducing their physical footprint and 
resulting in much smaller rooms and houses.  For 
example, where a conventional AF rack holds 
eight AF-800 track circuits, a DGTRACK rack can 
hold 18 track circuits.  The new track circuit also 
eliminates the need for a separate MicroLok® II 
Precision Coded Output (PCO) cardfile or stand-
alone coder in AF-800 applications, further 
reducing equipment room/house hardware counts. 

DGTRACK can provide similar benefits to earlier 
Hitachi Rail STS USA track circuits such as AF-
600, and is compatible with all designs of 
minibonds.  Once installed, the new track circuit 
can serve as a stepping stone to FSK-based digital 
track circuits with Distance-to-Go (DTG) cab 
signaling, with all of its safety and efficiency 
advantages over conventional step-speed 
systems. 

 
 
Description 
DGTRACK is one of several plug-in modules in Hitachi 
Rail STS USA’s FDC 3G product family, which also 
includes other function-specific modules (for system 
logic, PF track circuits, wayside signals, etc.), a rack-
mounted cardfile and other rack assemblies for power 
and data interfacing (see RSE-1H2).  The DGTRACK 
module consists of a plug-in housing with two internal 
PCBs, front panel LED indicators and a rear plug-in 
connector for power/data interfacing to the cardfile’s 
backplane connectors.  The same module hardware 
design is used for the other application-specific 
modules, which greatly simplifies storage of spare 
modules. 
Up to seven DGTRACK modules can be installed in an 
FDC 3G cardfile, or mixed with other application-
specific modules such as CDBC and/or MSID for a 
total of seven.  Each DGTRACK module is equipped 
with one Transmit and four Receiver circuits.  A given 
module replaces the “Transmit” half of AF-800 or 
similar cardfile and the “Receive” half of the adjacent 
cardfile (see Figure 1). 
All modules are supervised by a redundant pair of 
GPCU 2oo2 processor modules that communicate 
with the application-specific modules over the 
cardfile’s backplane circuitry. 
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Figure 1.   Basic Configuration of DGTRACK for Analog AF Track Circuit Control 

 
Description (cont’d) 
DGTRACK modules are field-calibrated using a laptop 
PC connection to a USB port on the GPCU module’s 
front panel.  In turn, calibration values are stored in 
four Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 
(EPROM) chips mounted on the cardfile backplane.  In 
this way, track circuit calibration parameters are 
retained when a DGTRACK module must be replaced.  
Also, these modules are “hot-swappable”, i.e. they can 
be replaced while cardfile power is turned on, without 
damage to the module itself or motherboard circuits. 
Each DGTRACK module conducts its own self-
diagnostics upon power up and reports any anomalies 
to the GPCU, then forwarded to controlling MicroLok II 
unit.  Anomalies are also shown on the module’s front 
panel LEDs.  A Safety Watchdog circuit is also 
incorporated in each DGTRACK module.  This circuit 
monitors for system failures and downgrades the 
module to a safe state in the event of an irrecoverable 
failure. 
The DGTRACK module is equipped with one Transmit 
and four Receiver circuits.  Each transmitted message 
is continuously monitored for train detection purposes, 
as are output current and voltage.  The transmit output 
is internally-protected against short circuits.  Like all 
FDC 3G modules, DGTRACK is internally controlled 
by a vital microprocessor-based 2-out-of-2 (2oo2) vital 
logic circuit to maximize module reliability. 

The module’s external communications channel to the 
MicroLok II interlocking uses the”Peer” protocol to 
streamline data exchange among multiple FDC 3G 
cardfiles and the controlling MicroLok II. 
 
Software Tools 
Hitachi Rail STS USA’s “D360” software tool is used to 
select and upload AF track circuit calibration values, 
as well as cab signal carries and codes into the 
DGTRACK system.  This software can be 
programmed via a direct PC connection to the system, 
or remotely over a network interface.   
The D360 tool also be used to monitor active and 
recorded transmit voltages, received voltages, 
currents and frequencies.  Information stored by the 
tool can be displayed in tabular or graphic form 
(waveforms, histogram, etc.)  For DGTRACK, the 
D360 tool also provides various track circuit calibration 
adjustment displays where the technician can select 
the proper values; Figure 2 shows an example.  In 
addition, the tool will generate alarms for out-of-
tolerance conditions and send these alarms to the 
MicroLok II interlocking for action. 
An “FDCce” software tool is also provided to configure 
and upload the DTRACK application to the FDC 3G 
cardfile system as a whole.  This tool permits users to 
define the communication protocol parameters for the 
cardfile, and the functions of each DGTRACK plug-in 
module and slot. 
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Figure 2.   Typical DGTRACK Track Circuit Calibration Display Using “D360” Software Tool 

 

 
Figure 3.   DGTRACK Module Front Panel Layout 

Space Savings Possible with DGTRACK 
DGTRACK modules require considerably less space 
in the relay room/house than comparable analog AF 
track circuits.  For example, while a typical AF-800 
equipment rack holds eight AF-800 track circuit 
cardfiles, the same rack would hold 18 DGTRACK 
modules (see Figure 4).  As such, DGTRACK allows a 
major reduction in overall room or house sizes, 
possibly a smaller number of houses on a new 
signaling project. 
 
Advantages 
• Ideal replacement for Hitachi Rail STS USA analog 

AF track circuits (AF-600, AF-800, etc.) 
• One FDC 3G cardfile replaces multiple 

conventional AF cardfiles. 
• Greatly reduces rack counts, equipment room or 

house floor footprint. 
• Reduced number of and smaller equipment 

rooms/houses possible. 
• Transmit voltages and current adjusted in user-

friendly software. 
• Software continuously monitors transmitted 

messages, output current, output voltage.  
Anomalies instantly reported to interlocking 
controller. 

• Compatible with existing mini-bonds (no bond 
adjustments required). 

• Allows phased transition from step-speed to 
Distance-to-Go (DTG) cab signaling 
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DGTRACK Track Circuit Modules 

Figure 4.   Comparison of Conventional Analog AF Track Circuit and DGTRACK Circuit Equipment Racks 
 
 

Specifications 
Electrical and Mechanical 
Operating Voltage: 48.0 Vdc (nom.).  From 

rack power supply via 
cardfile backplane 

Power Draw: 40W (nom.) 
Number Per Cardfile: Up to 7 
Module Dimensions: 2.0  x  10.3  x  8.7 in. (50.46  

x  261.8  x  220.0 mm) 
Front Panel Format: 6U x 10TE 
Front Panel Devices: 24 discrete LEDs 
Housing: Aluminum 
IP Degree: IP20 
 

Specifications (cont’d) 
Functional 
Transmit Circuits: 1 
Receiver Circuits: 4 
Vital Processor: 2oo2 voting 
Processor Type: Vital microprocessor 
Safety Integrity Level: S.I.L.4 
 
Environmental 
Op. Temp. Range: -40 to +70 deg. C 
Storage Temp. Range: -40 to +85 deg. C 
Vibration: Compliant to EN 50125-3, 

section 4.13 
Relative Humidity: Compliant to EN 50125-3, 

section 4.4 
 
 
Additional Information 

• Contact your Hitachi Rail STS USA Account 
Executive for more information on potential 
DGTRACK module applications. 

 
 
 
 
 

MicroLok® is a registered trademark of Hitachi Rail STS USA, Inc. 


